## ART BOOK FAIR SPECIALS


3. **FISKIN, Judy, & PLUMMER, Anne Scott, & ABELES, Kim.** **JUDY FISKIN, ANNE SCOTT PLUMMER, KIM ABELES.** Art Press, Beverly Hills. 1988. 8vo's, 40pp; 32pp; 32pp. 3 near fine paperback copies with colour & black and white illustrations. Housed in a white card slipcase with duotone photograph to front. Slipcase is marked. **$10**


5. **HIRST, Damien (Illustrations) and FRYER, Paul.** **DON’T BE SO ...** Trolley, London. 2002. 8vo, 167pp, with colour and black and white illustrations. A near fine hardback copy in like dust jacket. **$10**


7. **MICHAELS, Lucky S.** **SHELTER.** Trolley Ltd. 2007. Small square 4to. colour photographs. A near fine hardback copy in illustrated covers. **$10**

8. **MORCILLO, Alejandro.** **IN PECTORE.** Blur ediciones, 2008. Landscape 8vo. A near fine hardback copy in thick card boards with T-shirt inlaid to front cover. Shows over 100 T-shirts designed in Spain from the 80’s until today. **$10**


